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ABSTRACT This paper proposes a broadbandmetamaterial aperture antenna (BMAA)with a large capacity,
low correlation coefficients and high radiation efficiency for coincidence imaging in the terahertz band.
The BMAA consists of a random modulated metamaterial aperture and a stripline structure as the feed
system. Firstly, a metamaterial element complementary electric-inductor-capacitor (cELC) is designed and a
metamaterial aperture is formed via randomly-distributed metamaterial elements with different resonant fre-
quencies. By leveraging the amplitude and the phasemodulation characteristics of themetamaterial elements,
the BMAA can generate radiation patterns with low correlation coefficients in the range 240-340 GHz.
In order to improve the feed efficiency, a stripline structural unit (SSU) is designed and analyzed using
an even-odd mode analytical method, and a broadband feed system is designed by cascading SSUs. The
performance of the BMAA, including the reflection coefficient, the radiation efficiency and the correlation
coefficients of the radiation patterns at different frequencies are then evaluated. The BMAA can solve
problems that exist for coincidence imaging, including a narrow working band, lack of measurement
modes and low radiation efficiency and offers better results. Finally, a coincidence imaging experiment is
implemented using the proposed BMAA and the original image is reconstructed successfully. All results are
validated through simulations.

INDEX TERMS Metamaterial, port-diverse; frequency-diverse; coincidence imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of radio technology in recent
years, bandwidth availability in the electronic-magnetic spec-
trum has become more and more scarce. Thus, terahertz
frequencies have attracted much attention globally due to the
advantages they offer, including a large capacity and the fact
that electromagnetic waves in this band are harmless to the
human body. Imaging and communication applications in the
terahertz frequency range have become more prevalent, how-
ever, there are not many coincidence imaging applications in
this range, due to a lack of devices and fabrication difficulties.

The requirements for a practical imaging system are that
it is fast and accurate. The application of the metamaterials
expands the potential of imaging systems by enabling design
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of a metaimager (i.e., a metamaterial-based microwave coin-
cidence imaging system). A metaimager can be mainly
divided into two types: cavity metaimagers and waveguide
metaimagers. The most important part of a metaimager is the
metamaterial aperture, which can couple energy from the feed
system, modulate the phase or amplitude and generate radia-
tion patterns with low correlation coefficients that can be used
as measurement modes in coincidence imaging. There are
two types of metamaterial apertures: frequency-diverse meta-
material apertures and polarization-sensitive metamaterial
apertures. Frequency-diverse metamaterial apertures utilize
differences in resonant frequencies of different metamaterial
elements, resulting in different radiation patterns at
different frequencies. Polarization-sensitive metamaterial
apertures will generate different radiation patterns when
stimulated by different polarization incident waves, based
on each metamaterial element’s sensitivity to polarization.
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The broadband metamaterial aperture antenna (BMAA) pro-
posed in this paper is a type of frequency-diverse metamate-
rial aperture that can generate uncorrelated random beams at
different frequencies.

In 2013, J. Hunt demonstrated that a low-profile aper-
ture is capable of microwave computational imaging by
leveraging metamaterials. This research firstly demonstrated
the frequency-diverse characteristic of a metamaterial ele-
ment complementary electric-inductor-capacitor (cELC).
A metaimager was then presented, which was a single-
pixel metamaterial implementation of holographic imaging at
microwave frequencies [1]–[5]. This was the first realization
of the waveguide metaimager type. In 2015, a mode-mixing
cavity for computational imaging at microwave frequencies
was proposed by T. Fromenteze, which was simple to fab-
ricate, exhibited low losses, and was capable of generating
several diverse measurement modes [6]–[8]. This was the
first implementation of the cavity metaimager type. The
core component of the cavity metaimager is an electrically-
large rectangular cavity with one corner reshaped to catalyze
mode mixing, which promises enough bandwidth to generate
frequency-diverse radiation patterns. The characteristics of
a traditional metamaterial are determined after processing,
which limits their applications for some situations that require
flexibility. However, the adoption of a tunable metamaterial
accelerated the development of this type of metaimager [9].
In 2015, T. Sleasman proposed a metamaterial element con-
taining two diodes connected to an external control circuit.
In such a way that the resonance of the metamaterial element
could be controlled by application of a bias voltage [10]. The
diodes loaded on the tunable metamaterial can be regarded
as a length-changeable structure that can control the resonant
frequency, which offers the potential to design dynamicmeta-
material apertures for microwave computational imaging.

In 2016, T. Sleasman used this tunable metamaterial to
design a dynamically tunable impedance surface for a disor-
dered cavity that can be used for microwave imaging [11].
The application of the tunable metamaterial has gradually
become mainstream in metamaterial aperture design and
many dynamic metaimagers for different imaging situa-
tions appeared during 2017 and 2018 [12]–[22]. In 2018,
M. Zhao proposed a frequency-diverse transmission meta-
material aperture antenna for coincidence imaging, which is
capable of generating a bunching random beam to improve
the detection distance [23]. In 2019, a digitized metamate-
rial absorber-based compressive reflector antenna for high
sensing capacity imaging was proposed by A. Molaei. The
system is composed of a compressive reflector antenna with
a surface that is specially tailored with digitized metamaterial
absorbers [24].

However, all the research studies described above are based
on utilizing the frequency characteristic of the metamate-
rial aperture. In order to generate additional measurement
modes for imaging, many other methods have been pro-
posed and the polarization dimension has also been con-
cerned. In 2015, O. Yurduseven showed that increasing the

number of receiving probe antennas could increase the effec-
tive aperture size, the number of measurement modes, and
sampling of the scene [25]. In 2016, Z. Wu proposed a
method to producemore effective radiationmodes by rotating
the metamaterial panel around the panel axis [26]. In 2017,
T. Fromenteze proposed a polarimetric microwave imag-
ing technique that exploits recent advances in computa-
tional imaging [27]. In 2018, O. Yurduseven proposed a
dynamically reconfigurable metasurface aperture that can
synthesize the required radiation pattern by converting the
waveguide-mode to a free space radiation using a binary
modulation scheme. Thus, microwave coincidence imaging
can be applied at a single frequency [19]. In 2018, S. Zhu
proposed a wideband frequency-polarization-diverse reflec-
tion metamaterial aperture in the Ka band, which can also
be used to generate uncorrelated measurement modes from
different polarization incident plane waves [28].

All these studies have contributed to a new design
paradigm for designing the broadband metamaterial aperture
antenna (BMAA) in coincidence imaging. Metamaterial-
based coincidence imaging requires large numbers of
uncorrelated measurement modes, which requires the meta-
material aperture antenna to have a wide bandwidth and
low correlation coefficients between radiation patterns of
different frequencies. In a previous study, a frequency-
diverse metamaterial element complementary electric-
inductor-capacitor (cELC) was designed [18]. In this paper,
High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) software is used
to design a metamaterial aperture by distributing the meta-
material elements randomly. Then, in order to obtain a good
match across a wide bandwidth, a stripline structural unit
(SSU) is designed and analyzed utilizing the even-odd mode
analytical method. According to [29], the bandwidth of the
stripline is theoretically wide. Therefore, the broadband feed
system (i.e., the stripline structure with pontes) is designed
by cascading SSUs and two feed ports of the feed system are
designed in order to generate different radiation patterns at
the same frequency. Finally, a BMAA with a large capacity,
low correlation coefficients and high radiation efficiency is
designed to generate random beams for coincidence imaging
in the terahertz band. The radiation efficiency of the BMAA
and the correlation coefficients of the radiation patterns at
different frequencies of the proposed BMAA are also studied
at the end of the paper. A coincidence imaging experiment
using the proposed BMAA is also emulated and the results
are provided. All results are validated through simulations.

II. DESIGN OF BMAA
The BMAA consists of a metamaterial aperture as the radiat-
ing module and a stripline structure as the broadband feeding
system. A metallic sheet is also attached underneath the
BMAA as a ground to ensure the efficiency. The overall
schematic of the BMAA is shown in Fig. 1(c). The substrate is
designed to be larger than the metamaterial aperture in order
to eliminate diffraction interference.
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FIGURE 1. (a) Schematic of the metamaterial aperture; (b) Schematic of
the stripline structure with two ports; (c) Schematic of the meta-material
aperture antenna; (d) Equivalent model of the stripline structural unit
(SSU).

The size of the substrate is 18 mm × 18 mm and the size
of the metamaterial aperture is 15 mm × 15 mm. The length
of the stripline structure is chosen as 15 mm, based on the
size of the metamaterial aperture. The stripline structure is
inserted in the substrate and the distance between the stripline
structure and the metallic sheet is 0.1 mm (i.e., the stripline
structure is approximately in the middle of the substrate). The
permittivity of the substrate is 2.2, the loss tangent (tanδ) is
0.001 and the thickness of the substrate is 0.21 mm.

A. DESIGN OF METAMATERIAL ELEMENT AND APERTURE
In a metamaterial aperture, a broadband guided electromag-
netic wave transmitted by the stripline structure will be cou-
pled by cELCs resonating at different frequencies [30]–[33],
where each cELC can be regarded as an element of the
antenna array with a specific amplitude and phasemodulation
characteristic. Different radiation patterns will be generated
at different frequencies due to the random distribution of
different metamaterial elements.

The key principle of a metamaterial aperture is the design
of metamaterial elements with a range of different resonance
frequencies. Fig. 2 shows the designed metamaterial element
cELC working in the terahertz band. The parameters of the
cELC are as follows. L = 0.22 mm,W = 0.12 mm, W1 =

0.02 mm, W2 = 0.01mm, L1 = 0.035 mm. The slots of the
cELC can be regarded as magnetic dipoles or electric dipoles,
and thus the length and the width of the slot will influence the
resonant frequency of the whole structure. By using a Floquet
port to simulate periodical patterns, the metamaterial element
model can be built in the HFSS. The simulation results show
that by altering parameter gx the resonant frequency can
be changed when the metamaterial element is working in
the terahertz band. For example, when gx is changed from

FIGURE 2. The structure and frequency-diverse characteristic of cELC.

0.05mm to 0.15mm, the resonant frequency of themetamate-
rial element is shown to decrease from 340 GHz to 240 GHz.

The BMAA is actually a microstrip antenna, so 30 dif-
ferent metamaterial elements with gx values from 0.05 mm
to 0.15 mm (900 in total) are selected and etched on the
standard microstrip randomly to form the metamaterial aper-
ture, as shown in Fig. 1(a). As shown in Fig. 2, Each gx
value corresponds to a resonant frequency, meaning that
metamaterial elements with different values of gx will couple
energy from the feed system at different frequencies. Due to
the randomness of different metamaterial elements, different
radiation patterns will be generated at different frequencies.
Thus, the wide bandwidth of the BMAA offers abundant
frequency-diverse radiation patterns which will act as neces-
sary measurement modes for coincidence imaging.

B. DESIGN OF THE STRIPLINE STRUCTURE
In order the achieve broadband impedance matching, an SSU
is designed as shown in Fig. 1(d) and analyzed by utilizing the
even-odd mode analytical method. The stripline structure is
then designed by cascading SSUs and the energy will be cou-
pled from the stripline structure to the resonant metamaterial
elements.

The pontes connecting the feed port and the stripline struc-
ture shown in Fig. 1(b) can be regarded to be acting as a
balun. The curve of the pontes is optimized using the HFSS in
order to guarantee that the width of the stripline will change
gradually. The objective of the optimization is to reduce the
reflection coefficient to zero, which is reflected in HFSS by
a value of S11 that is lower than −10dB. The impedance
of the stripline corresponds to the width of the stripline.
As can be seen in equation (1), when the impedance of the
stripline changes gradually, the reflecting coefficient 0 can
be controlled to be approximately zero.

0 =
ZL − ZC
ZL + ZC

(1)
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The electric field distribution of the stripline structure is
shown in the magnified portion of the Fig. 1(b), which is
acquired through the HFSS. Using this electric field distri-
bution, the stripline structure can be split in the middle of
the stripline along the Y axis into the stripline structural
unit (SSU), as shown in Fig. 1(d). It can be seen from this
figure that the SSU has two ports on the left side and matched
loads on the right side. The lengths of paths AB, BC, CD and
AD are all λg

/
4, where λg represents the wavelength of

the central frequency. The parameters G and H represent
the admittance of the corresponding stripline. The equivalent
model of the SSU can be regarded as a coupler, as the purpose
of the unit is to transmit the power from the port (i.e., port1 or
port2) without echoes.

The even-oddmode analytical method is utilized to analyze
the SSU. When a unit is simulated by even-mode excitation
as shown in Fig. 3(a), a magnetic wall should be added and
the equivalent circuit is as shown in Fig. 3(c). Similarly,
an electric wall should be addedwhen simulated by odd-mode
excitation as shown in Fig. 3(b), and its equivalent circuit is
as shown in Fig. 3(d).

FIGURE 3. (a) Simulated by even-mode excitation; (b) Simulated by
odd-mode excitation; (c) Equivalent circuit of the SSU under even-mode
excitation; (d) The equivalent circuit of the SSU under odd-mode
excitation.

Using the S matrixes of both modes, the voltage at
ports 1 and 4 can be expressed by equations (2) and (3) for
the even-mode and odd-mode, respectively:

U1even = U4even = U0

1+ j
(
G2

H +
1
H − H

)
−

2G
H + j

(
H + 1

H −
G2

H

)
 (2)

U1odd = −U4odd = U0

1+ j
(
G2

H +
1
H − H

)
2G
H + j

(
H + 1

H −
G2

H

)
 (3)

The conditions U1 = 2U0 and U4 = 0 should be followed
if it is expected that there will be no echoes into ports 1 and 4.
Thus, the relationship between G and H can be obtained as
shown in equation (4).

G2
+ 1 = H2 (4)

Through the analysis above and the optimization of HFSS,
the width of the stripline structure along the X axis is found
to be 0.2 mm and the width of the stripline structure along the

Y axis is found to be 0.24 mm as shown in Fig. 1(b). Due to
the existence of the pontes and the tolerance of the balun to
the frequency offset, the proposed stripline structure can be
considered as a broadband feed system.

Two feed ports are designed for the stripline structure to
validate the port-diverse characteristic, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Different ports will generate different radiation patterns at the
same frequency, which can offer an increased number of mea-
surement modes for coincidence imaging. The independence
between multiple ports is also verified through the two feed
ports.

C. COINCIDENCE IMAGING USING THE BMAA
Random reference radiation modes (complex radiation pat-
terns of the BMAA at different center frequencies) are
required in the coincidence imaging process, which should
ideally be independent to each other. These random reference
radiation modes are used for the measurements to ensure that
the measurements are uncorrelated. The following measure-
ment equation matrix will be formed using all of the collected
measurement data:
St (t1)
St (t2)
...

St (tM )

=

SR (I1, t1) · · · SR

(
IQ, t1

)
SR (I1, t2) · · · SR

(
IQ, t2

)
...

...
...

SR (I1, tM ) · · · SR
(
IQ, tM

)


σ (I1)
σ (I2)
...

σ
(
IQ
)


+


n (t1)
n (t2)
...

n (tM )

 (5)

where St (Tm) is the measurement data, SR
(
Iq, tm

)
is the dis-

tribution of themeasurementmode (generated by the BMAA)
in the imaging plane, Iq represents the discrete imaging point,
σ
(
Iq
)
is the scatting coefficient at the Iqth imaging point, tm

represents the test index and n(tm) is the measurement noise.
Equation (5) can be solved using the fast iterative shrinkage

threshold algorithm (FISTA) method [34] or the conjugate
gradient least squares algorithm (CGLS) [35] with high effi-
ciency. Hence, a high-quality image can be reconstructed by
using all the measurement data together.

III. SIMULATIONS AND IMAGING EXPERIMENT
A. THE BMAA
The HFSS software is utilized to validate the proposed
BMAA. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the reflection coefficients
S11 and S22 have an amplitude of −10 dB or lower between
240-320 GHz, which validates the broadband characteristic
of the stripline structure (i.e., the feed system). The mutual
coupling S21 shown in Fig. 4(a) is −15 dB or lower within
the working band, which confirms that there is good isolation
between the two feed ports. From the results above, it can
be seen that the BMAA is successfully fed by the stripline
structure in the terahertz band.

The BMAA is simulated at several frequencies in the HFSS
and the radiation efficiency (i.e., the ratio of the radiated
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FIGURE 4. (a) Reflection coefficients (S11 and S22) and mutual coupling
(S21) of the BMAA; (b) Radiation efficiency of the BMAA at several
frequencies; Radiation patterns of different frequencies (c) (ϕ = 0◦);
(d) (ϕ = 90◦); Radiation patterns of 290 GHz when different ports are
simulated (e) (ϕ = 0◦); (f) (ϕ = 90◦). (g) Electric field distribution of the
metamaterial elements when simulated at 290 GHz; (h) Correlation
coefficients of radiation patterns at different frequencies.

power to the input power) of the BMAA calculated by the
HFSS is shown in Fig. 4(b). The radiation efficiency of
the metamaterial aperture between 240-340 GHz is in the
range 0.4-0.6, which is quite high. As shown in Fig. 4(c)
and Fig. 4(d), the radiation patterns of two different frequen-
cies (290 GHz and 290.5 GHz) are both different, which
illustrates the frequency-diverse characteristic of the BMAA.
The port-diverse characteristic of the BMAA is also studied.
Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f) show that the radiation patterns of
two different feed ports (feed port1 and feed port2) at the
same frequency (290 GHz) are different, which proves the
feasibility of a multiport stripline structure design.

When the BMAA is simulated at the feed ports, energy
is transmitted by the pontes and the stripline structure to
the metamaterial aperture. The metamaterial elements will
couple energy from the stripline structure at each element’s
specific resonant frequency. As shown in Fig. 4(g), when the
BMAA is simulated at 290 GHz, any metamaterial element
with S11 under −10 dB will couple energy from the stripline
structure. The lower the value of S11, the more energy that
will be coupled. In contrast, metamaterial elements which

are not resonant at 290 GHz will not couple energy. These
analyses are illustrated by the metamaterial elements shown
in Fig. 4(g). As shown in Fig. 4(h), the correlation coefficients
of the radiation patterns at different frequencies are studied.
The correlation coefficients show the incoherence of different
frequencies’ radiation patterns. From Fig. 4(h), the correla-
tion coefficients will be mostly under 0.3 when the frequency
interval is set at 5 GHz (1.7% relative bandwidth), which
promises good results in the coincidence imaging imple-
mentation [36]. Additionally, the correlation coefficients of
radiation patterns of different ports is 0.271, which offers
significant improvement of the measurement modes at the
same working frequency.

B. IMAGING EXPERIMENT
A typical scene of coincidence imaging experiment is shown
in Fig. 5. The BMAA was used as the transmitting antenna
and the horn antenna was used as the receiving antenna. The
The target was in the 3dB beam-width of the coherent trans-
mitting aperture and contained several discrete points. The
size of the BMAA was 15mm×15mm. The imaging distance
was approximately 150mm. The imaging plane was in the
pitch-azimuth plane. The imaging plane contained K1 × K2
imaging cells and was equally discretized, where K1 = 5
was in the azimuth direction and K2 = 5 was in the pitch
direction. The side length of the imaging targets was 2 mm
(approximately 1/5 of the 3dB beam-width of the coherent
transmitting aperture with the same size as the BMAA) in
both directions.

FIGURE 5. Typical scene of coincidence imaging experiment.

For the imaging experiment using the BMAA, the complex
radiation patterns of the BMAA at different center frequen-
cies were obtained in advance by simulations. The image data
was obtained according to the schematic shown in Fig. 6(a),
which is processed in MATLAB.

The distance resolution of the BMAA was δd = C/2B,
where C is the light velocity and B is the bandwidth of the
detection signal. However, the phase differential should be
revised to reduce the diversity of the BMAA [36], since the
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FIGURE 6. (a) Architecture of the imaging experiment, (b) Flow chart of
the coincidence imaging with the BMAA.

FIGURE 7. Comparisons of the imaging results; (a) Original image.
(b) Reconstructed image with an SNR of 20 dB. (c) Reconstructed image
with an SNR of 12 dB. (d) Reconstructed image with an SNR of 6 dB.

phase is randomly modulated by the aperture. The azimuth
resolution depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
measurement data and the size of the aperture. The 3dB beam-
width is the basics azimuth resolution, which can be improved
when the SNR increases.

A flow chart of the coincidence imaging with the BMAA
is shown in Fig. 6(b). The match process step includes tar-
get distance estimation and requires a match between the
echoes and the random reference radiation modes. As shown
in Fig. 7, a high-quality image can be reconstructed when
the SNR of the test data is larger than 20dB. The quality of
the reconstructed image declines as the SNR of the test data
reduces, and the reconstructed image is completely blurred
when the SNR is lower than 6dB.

A comparison between the proposed BMAA and previous
works has been given as shown in Table 1. The number of
measurement modes (m) is related to the working band-
width (w) and theminimum low-correlated frequency gap (g).
The measurement modes number shown in Table 1 is calcu-
lated according to m = w/g. As shown in Table 1, compared

TABLE 1. Comparison of proposed and previous metamaterial antenna.

with previous works, the proposed BMAA has the most
measurement modes and the widest working bandwidth
while containing the smallest aperture size, which promises
good performance in the implementation of the coincidence
imaging.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a broadband metamaterial aperture antenna
(BMAA) design was proposed which has a large capacity,
low correlation coefficients and high radiation efficiency for
coincidence imaging in the terahertz band. The metamate-
rial aperture consisted of 30 types of cELCs (900 in total)
with different resonant frequencies which generate different
radiation patterns at different frequencies in order to provide
the required frequency-diverse characteristic. A multiport
stripline structure was also designed to feed the metamate-
rial aperture which could generate different radiation pat-
terns when stimulated at different ports, which provided the
required port-diverse characteristic. The stripline structural
unit (SSU) was analyzed utilizing the even-odd mode ana-
lytical method and a broadband feed system was designed by
cascading SSUs. Simulation results showed that the BMAA
is well-fed between 240 GHz-340 GHz. The radiation effi-
ciency of the BMAA was between 0.4 and 0.6 within the
working bandwidth calculated using the HFSS, which can be
considered to be quite high for metamaterial aperture anten-
nas. The correlation coefficients of the radiation patterns at
different frequencies were below 0.3 in most cases, which
proved that there are low correlation coefficients between
different radiation patterns. Various radiation patterns can
be used for the different measurement modes, thus ensuring
the feasibility of coincidence imaging [28]. A coincidence
imaging experiment using this BMAA was also emulated.
The experiment showed that the image could be reconstructed
with high quality when the SNR of the test data was above
20 dB. All results were validated through simulations.
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